Fancywork Box

by Helen Stubbings of Hugs’ n Kisses

Quilt design by Helen Stubbings
• Pieced & machine quilted by Twyla Voldseth

Quilt size: approximately 58” square

www.redroosterfabrics.com
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:
Yardages are based on 40" wide, unwashed fabric.

Fancywork Box fabrics:
A. Pattern #25633 – MUL1 ........................................................... 1 panel
B. Pattern #25634 – MUL1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
C. Pattern #25635 – BLU1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
D. Pattern #25635 – GRE1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
E. Pattern #25635 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
F. Pattern #25635 – RED1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
G. Pattern #25636 – LTPIN1 ...................................................... ¼ yard
H. Pattern #25636 – LTTMU1 ..................................................... ¼ yard
I. Pattern #25636 – MUL1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
J. Pattern #25638 – BLU/CRE1 ................................................... ¼ yard
K. Pattern #25638 – PIN/CRE1 ................................................... ¼ yard
L. Pattern #25638 – GRE/CRE1 ................................................... ¼ yard
M. Pattern #25639 – GRE1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
N. Pattern #25639 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
O. Pattern #25640 – LTGRE1 ..................................................... ¼ yard
P. Pattern #25640 – LTBLU1 ....................................................... ¼ yard

Basically Hugs fabrics:
Q. Pattern #25040 – RED1 ........................................................... 17¾ yards
R. Pattern #25048 – GRE1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
S. Pattern #25048 – GRE1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
T. Pattern #25048 – GRE1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
U. Pattern #25048 – GRE1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
V. Pattern #25048 – LTGRE1 ..................................................... ¼ yard
W. Pattern #25048 – BLU1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
X. Pattern #25048 – BLU1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
Y. Pattern #25048 – BLU1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
Z. Pattern #25048 – BLU1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
AA. Pattern #25048 – BLU1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
BB. Pattern #25048 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
CC. Pattern #25048 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
DD. Pattern #25048 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
EE. Pattern #25048 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
FF. Pattern #25048 – PIN1 ........................................................... ¼ yard
GG. Cream fabric of choice ......................................................... ½ yard

Backing ........................................................................................... 37½ yards
GG. Cream fabric of choice ......................................................... 1 yard

Batting .................................................................................................. 66" x 66"

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please read all instructions carefully before beginning. ¼" seam allowance is included in measurements and all strips are cut across the width of the fabric unless noted otherwise. Cut in order given, label pieces and keep together until ready to sew. These instructions are based on unwashed fabric.

A. Pattern #25633 – MUL1 (panel): Refer to panel diagram.
1. Cut center doily (a) carefully on the outside solid line.
2. Cut two doilies (b) ½" from each edge of lace print.
3. Cut three rectangle doilies (c) ¾" from the solid line.
4. Cut two vertical doilies (d) ½" from each edge of lace print.
5. Cut six stitch guides (e) 3¼" squares.

Q. Pattern #25040 – RED1 (hearts):
1. Cut six 2½" strips for border.
2. Cut six 2½" strips for binding.
3. For the (a) center doily:
   a. cut one 4½" strip, subcut four 4½" squares for corners.
   b. cut two 3½" strips, subcut two 3½" x 11¼" strips and two 3½" x 20½" strips.
4. For (b) round doilies, cut one 3" strip, subcut eight 3" squares for corners.
5. For (c) rectangle doilies:
   a. cut three 2½" strips, subcut six 2½" x 13" strips and six 2½" x 5½" strips.

From remaining 30 fabrics (B-P and R-FF):
6. For (d) vertical doilies:
   a. cut one 1½" strip, subcut four 1½" x 9" strips.
   b. cut one 1½" strip, subcut four 1½" x 9" strips.
   c. cut 1½" outside solid line approx 5 3/8" x 9 3/8"
6. For (e) square stitch guides:
   a. cut three 2" strips, subcut eight 2" x 3½" strips and eight 2" x 6½" strips.
   b. cut one 1½" strip, subcut four 1½" x 3½" strips and four 1½" x 4½" strips.

GG. Cream Background:
1. Cut one 11¼" x 14½" rectangle for center doily.

From remaining 30 fabrics (B-P and R-FF):
1. Cut one 2½" strip of each fabric.

PIECING & ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
A. Center Doily:
1. Applique center doily to cream GG background rectangle using your preferred appliqué method.
2. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 4½" Q squares. Pin right sides together on each corner of the cream background. Sew on drawn lines. Trim seam allowance. Press toward the triangles.
3. Sew 3½" x 11¼" Q strip to opposite sides of rectangle. Press toward strips.
4. Sew 3½" x 20⅛" Q strip to top and bottom. Press toward strips.

**B. Round Doilies:**
1. Draw a diagonal line on reverse side of 3" Q squares. Pin right sides together on right side of B doily. Sew on drawn line. Trim seam allowance. Press toward triangle. Repeat for other corners. Repeat for second doily. Trim to be 10½" square.

**C. Rectangle Doilies:**
1. Sew 2½" x 5¼" Q strip to opposite sides. Press toward strips. Trim strip ends even with doily.
2. Sew 2½" x 13" Q strip to top and bottom. Press toward strips.
3. Repeat for two remaining doilies. Trim each to measure 8½" x 12½".

**D. Vertical Doilies:**
1. Sew 1¾" x 9" Q strip to opposite sides. Press toward strips. Trim strip ends even with doily.
2. Sew 1½" x 9" Q strip to top and bottom. Press toward strips.
3. Repeat for second doily. Trim each to measure 8½" x 10½".

**E. Stitch Guide Squares:**
1. Sew 2" x 3¾" Q strip to opposite sides. Press toward strips. Trim strip ends even with doily.
2. Sew 2" x 6¾" Q strip to top and bottom. Press toward strips.
3. Repeat for three more stitch guides. Trim each to measure 6½" square.
4. Sew 1" x 3½" Q strip to opposite sides. Press toward strips.
5. Sew 1" x 4½" Q strip to top and bottom. Press toward strips.
6. Repeat for one remaining stitch guide. Trim each to measure 4½" square.

**F. Background:**
1. Select ten assorted 2½" strips. Sew lengthwise together to make a strip set. Press seams to one side. Repeat to make two more strip sets. Crosscut each strip set into sixteen 2½" x 20½" segments (Figure 1).
2. Arrange and join the doilies and segments to make the smaller sections shown by the heavy lines in the Quilt Diagram. Join the segments as needed to make longer strips or remove pieces from the segments to make shorter strips to fit each section. Reuse removed pieces whenever possible to make best use of the segments.
3. Sew the smaller sections together to make three rows of doilies. Press.
4. Join segments to make four strips with twenty-seven pieces in each strip. Stitch the doily rows together with the four long strips to complete the quilt center. Press.

**F. Border:**
1. Join Q 2½" border strips with diagonal seams to make a long strip. Press seams open.
2. Cut two lengths equal to the length of quilt and sew to sides of quilt. Press toward the strips.
3. Cut two lengths equal to the width of quilt and sew to top and bottom. Press toward the strips.

**FINISHING:**
1. Prepare backing to measure 66" x 66".
3. Quilt as desired.
4. Trim layers even with the top.
6. Make a label and sew to back of the quilt.

---

**Quilt Diagram**
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